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Summary 

 

This is the first revision of the interim field report following a third phase of excavations at 

Applecross Broch, undertaken by Applecross Archaeology Society led by professional 

archaeologists Cathy Dagg, Cait McCullagh, Mary Peteranna, Gemma Shannahan and John Wood.   

This report outlines the fieldwork results from the 2006, 2007 and 2008 seasons, and indicates the 

intentions for future fieldwork.  Post-excavation analysis is ongoing and specialist input will be 

solicited. 
Copyright of this report is held jointly by the Applecross Archaeology Society and the authors. 
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I. Interim Excavation Report 

 

A. Excavations  

 
1.  Introduction 

 

The Applecross Broch Community Archaeology Project 

 

Archaeological investigations began in October 2006, with the intention of excavating the site in 

order to understand the final phase of Applecross Broch.  Upon completion, it would be laid out for 

the community and visitors.  Fundamental to this was the local community’s full involvement, 

assisted by professional archaeologists.  The project was designed to enable the widest possible 

inclusion of local people and develop practical, research, educational, social and economic 

benefits
1
.   

Three seasons on, what began as a small turf-covered mound, believed to have little substantial 

depth, has now emerged into a complex, multi-phased site.  The community objectives continue to 

be met but the research objectives for the excavations have evolved along with a deeper 

understanding of the site.  Pursuant to this, there is now, amongst all those engaged in the project, a 

hope to continue fieldwork for several years in order to adequately investigate the different phases 

of use of the broch site. 

 

The Site Background 

 

Applecross is a sizeable peninsula on the northwest coast of Scotland.  The small residential 

community sits along a natural harbour that opens into the Inner Sound of Skye, facing the Isles of 

Raasay and Skye to the west.  The Sound of Skye borders Applecross to the north and west, and is 

isolated from the adjoining mainland to the south and east by high mountains.  The broch site is 

centred approximately at Ordnance Survey National Grid Reference NG 7118 4433 on the 

Applecross Campsite.  It is situated at the southeastern end of a low ridge of glacially-deposited till, 

about 200 metres from the present coastline.  Its location places it on an outstanding vantage point
2
. 

 

Applecross is well-known as being the centre for the foundation of an early Christian Community in 

the early Medieaval Period.  In 673 AD, St. Maelrubha is believed to have founded a monastery 

(NMRS #NG74NW1) at the eastern end of Applecross Bay.  It was later reported to have been 

raided by Vikings
3
. 

 

In the Old Statistical Account of 1792 (Vol. 3, 378-9), the site is referred to as a ‘dun’ by Rev. J. 

MacQueen.  The site location was at that time known as ‘Borrodale’, a word derived from Norse for 

‘stronghold valley.’  The site has also been recorded previously by the Ordnance Survey and the 

Highland Council Archaeology Unit (NMRS #NG74SW 2 and Highland HER# MHG7680) and in 

2005 proven to be a broch by Time Team
4
.  

 
2.  Summary of Fieldwork 
*The first and second quadrants excavated are Trench 1 and Trench 2, respectively.  The third quadrant, Trench 4, was 

excavated in 2008.  Trench 3 was dug for the relocation of the hydroelectric pole and covered by a watching brief. 

 

2006 Season 

                                                
1
 Wood, J., et al. HAS080305, Applecross Broch Community Archaeology Project: March 2008. 
2
 Wood, J., et al. HAS080305, Applecross Broch Community Archaeology Project: March 2008. 
3 Keay, John and Keay, Julia.  Collins Encyclopedia of Scotland: 32-33. 
4
 Wood, J., et al. HAS080305, March 2008 Report. 
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The first season of excavations by the Applecross Broch Community Archaeology Project took 

place over eight days in October 2006.  Prior to this, the only excavations on the site occurred in 

2005 during Time Team’s dig. 

In 2006, two opposing quadrants (Trench 1 to the south and Trench 2 to the north) were uncovered 

exposing significant portions of both inner and outer walls and several redeposited contexts of 

interest that revealed prehistoric ceramic fragments and stone implements.  At the end of the season 

there were clear indications that structural remains extended deeper than previously thought and 

that there were post-broch structural changes.   

 

2007 Seasons 

The second phase of excavations took place during one week in April 2007, with follow-up work 

taking place during a further week in September 2007.  Work continued to more clearly define the 

broch structure in both quadrants, as well as excavate the central courtyard (see Figure 1).   

 
Figure 1: Plan 8, April 2007-Site plan (1:100) 

 

Three slabbed features [0447], [0448] and [0449] were uncovered in the broch central courtyard, 

Trench 1 
Trench 2 

N 
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one of which was excavated.  These appear to be purpose-built work spaces used during the post-

broch occupation.   

In Trench 2, below the outer broch wall to the north-northwest, three large slabs covered a possible 

souterrain entrance.   

 Further investigations, along the southeast edge of Trench 2, of a line of facing stones uncovered in 

2006 led to an extension of the trench in September.  This revealed the broch entrance.  Two large 

sandstone slab fragments with incised markings were recovered while excavating here.  Initial 

analysis (Pers. Comm. Richard Bradley) suggests that the incisions were made with a metal 

implement but there is not yet an interpretation of the carvings. 

 

 
Figure 2: Incised stone in situ, April 2007 

 

2008 Season 

The most recent, and third, season was held for two weeks in July 2008.  The target was to reveal 

another quarter of the site: Quadrant 3, Trench 4 (see Figure 3, below).  Structure [0460], the 

possible souterrain, was also further investigated and an additional three outlying trenches (5, 6 and 

7) were opened in an effort to understand the extent of the archaeology on site.  The excavations 

brought further clarification to the broch site and revealed a minimum of three phases of 

occupation: pre-broch usage, the broch occupation and later restructuring of the broch. 

At the present-time, the site has been excavated to reveal the post-broch stage of occupation, but not 

through these earlier occupation layers. 
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Figure 3: Plan 8, July 2008-Site Plan (1:100) 

 

3.  Excavation results 

The results below describe the evidence and interpretation of the site after three phases of 

excavation. 

 

i.  Evidence for pre-broch structures 

By the end of the 2006 season, both the amount of stone rubble and the presence of deep voids 

outside of the outer broch wall in Trench 1 indicated that there was either an earlier structure below 

the broch or a later addition built on to the broch.  Excavations in 2007 outside of the outer wall in 

Trench 1 revealed another wall face [0423].  At the same time in Trench 1, a group of large flat 

slabs [0446] appeared below the rubble, laid out side-by-side extending outside of the outer broch 

wall.  The slabs resembled those that overlaid the probable souterrain entrance [0460] in Trench 2. 

 

Trench 1 

Trench 4 

Trench 2 

Trench 7 

[0460] 

[0448] 

[0447] 

[0449] 

[0440] 

[0423] 

[0473] 

[0475] 

[0446] 

[0427] 

[0455] 

[0453] 

[0419] 

[0443] 

[0444] 

[0432] 

[0428] 

[0459] 
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Context 0423 

In Trench 1 [0423] is an outer wall face of a structural wall outside of the outer broch wall.  This 

sub-circular wall is not yet fully uncovered, but it is not concentric with the outer wall in Trench 1.  

It is out of line with the broch wall and of a greater diameter.   

In Trench 4, adjacent to Trench 1, the outer walls are not clearly defined.  They appear to have been 

robbed out for later re-use elsewhere on the site.  However, some huge boulders remain along the 

edge of the excavated area in Trench 4 and these could have been used in situ as foundations for the 

same wall [0423]. 

 

 
Figure 5: Plan 13, April 2007-Wall face outside outer broch wall, [0423] (1:50). 

 

Context 0446 

In the south corner of the site in Trench 1, [0446] appears to be another group of large slabs (40-

50cm in length) laid flat- similar in size to those that cover structure the probable souterrain [0460].  

They have not been fully revealed.  They currently underlie the rubble outside the outer broch wall 

and extend beyond the excavated area. 

 

Structure 0460 

The possible souterrain entrance was uncovered during the excavation of the outer broch wall in 

Trench 2, revealing itself as three long slab stones that were later shown to cover the entrance to a 

passage leading underneath the broch outer wall.  The deposits excavated in order to uncover the 

entrance comprised of redeposited loam material with intense charcoal inclusions and numerous 

bone fragments.  A small area was excavated outside of the entrance (Trench 7) to reveal a slabbed 

pathway leading into the passage.  The deposit overlying the path was covered by a charcoal-rich 

deposit [0478] from which several presumably prehistoric pottery sherds were recovered. 

[0422] 

[0423] 

N 
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Figure 4:  Plan 9, April 2007-Structure 0460, possible souterrain entrance (1:50) 

 

Further investigation is required to confirm that [0460] is a souterrain entrance, but there is a 

record of an unlocated souterrain near the ‘dun’ in Applecross
5
.   

 

Discussion 

The identification of an outside, outer wall face [0423], the group of slabs [0446] in Trench 1 and 

the possible souterrain entrance [0460] in Trench 2 is compelling evidence for a pre-broch structure.  

However, the lack of hard evidence in Trench 4 has not clarified the structures.  In the east corner of 

the site, Trench 4, the outer wall is hard to define and the portion of outer wall face that is visible 

south of the main entrance appears to be of poor construction. 

 

The substantial amount of mixed fill and stone rubble outside of the outer broch wall in Trench 4 

contrasts the huge build-up of mostly structural rubble outside of the walls in Trench 1 and Trench 

2—although there are several very large boulders (probably glacial erratics) on the edge of the 

excavation in Trench 4.  An investigative sondage of the deposits at the eastern end of the Trench 2 

extension (the broch entrance) also shows that the depth of the fill to be much deeper on the east-

southeast side of the site than the rest of the site.   

 

The depth of the fill leads to two likely conclusions.  First, that the eastern slope of the site was 

much steeper and over time has been filled and deposited over, and that the large in situ boulders 

provided structural support for building on this much steeper side of the site.  Second, if this is the 

case, then it is likely that any force that weakened the broch walls would have been more damaging 

to the eastern, steeper side of the site.  This supports the evidence that rubble here was robbed out 

and reused to build other parts of the broch rather than to try and rebuild on the most difficult side 

of the site.  This is sensible given the lack of structural evidence in the east corner.   Trench 4 still 

requires further excavation in order to clarify the eastern corner.  Extending the south boundary of 

the site to clarify the pre-broch wall and intriguing group of slabs that at present extend outside the 

excavated area would aid a more informed interpretation. 

                                                
5
 NMRS #NG74SW6 Applecross. 

N 
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Armit (2003) suggests that there is a relationship between the broch structures and the architecture 

of complex roundhouses in Scotland; the broch tower, he proposes, having developed from the 

roundhouse structure.  He also says that many of the ruined structures identified as brochs were 

likely not tall towers like the brochs in Glenelg, Mousa, and Carloway and were instead a form of 

low-lying complex roundhouse
6
.   

It is quite possible that the Applecross broch overlies the footings of a much earlier, simpler 

roundhouse.  If so, the possible souterrain entrance [0460] in Trench 2 could be an entrance into a 

roundhouse, and the slabs in Trench 1 [0446] could lead into opposing roundhouse entrance.  If this 

is the case, we would expect to find artefactual evidence placing the early part of the site to the 

Bronze Age.  At the same time, given the archaeological evidence recovered thus far, it is still 

possible to infer that the Applecross broch structure was actually a complex roundhouse rather than 

a broch tower.   

 

 

ii.  The site of a broch 

Prior to digging, the site was a low mound of rubble atop a ridge of glacial moraine, occupying the 

highest point along the coast on the south side of Applecross Bay.  Excavations have clearly 

revealed substantial remains of the basic broch structure: two concentric drystone walls, an internal 

courtyard, and intramural passages and galleries.   

 

Structures 0424 and 0429 

The outer and inner broch walls, [0424] and [0429], appear clearly in Trench 1, the south corner of 

the site.  But in the adjacent quadrant they are not clear—suggesting the walls were dismantled or 

poorly rebuilt in later phases.  In Trench 2, both walls are clear on the northwest side of the 

quadrant but become less defined toward the east side, much the same way that this happens in 

Trench 4.  This further suggests the likelihood that the eastern side of the site was robbed out and 

restructured during later use. 

 

Structures 0440, 0453 and 0419 

There are three intramural galleries uncovered in the broch: 

 

[0440], in Trench 1, on the south-southwest side of the site, had post-broch alterations to form extra 

chambers.  Intramural passage [0437] connected the gallery with the broch courtyard.   

                                                
6
 Armit, Ian. Towers in the North: the Brochs of Scotland, 2003: 33-54. 
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Figure 6: Plan 9, April 2007- Structure 0440, intramural gallery in Trench 1 

 

Structure [0453] is another intramural gallery in Trench 2, connected to the broch courtyard by 

intramural passage [0450].  The west face of the passage [0450] extends out of the excavated area to 

the northwest and has suffered some subsidence or disturbance, possibly due to the construction of a 

drystone dyke that overlain the trench edge until recently.   

 

[0419] is the third intramural gallery uncovered on the site, connected to the broch courtyard by 

passage [0414].  The remains of this gallery, located in Trench 4, are in a poorer state than the other 

two galleries.  This could be due to the fact that the broch walls in Trench 4 have not been well-

defined, probably due to robbing out of the wall.  

 

Structure 0455 

The main entrance into the broch centre, [0455] to the northeast of the structure, was uncovered in 

2007 and fully revealed in 2008.  Similar to other structural aspects of the site, the construction of 

the entrance is not particularly impressive, suggesting that the entrance was rebuilt post-broch for a 

different structure. 

 

Discussion 

There is currently lack of good evidence for an intramural staircase and wall escarpments, mainly 

because the broch remains exist little more than 1-1.5 metres above the ground, and because the 

broch that does remain has been altered significantly.  Although the post-broch occupation layers 

and the broch occupation layers have not been fully excavated, there have been areas of redeposited 

material that have produced finds likely dating to the Iron Age broch culture—all of which require 

further analysis. 

 

iii.  Post-broch alterations 

The post-broch occupation of the site has proven to be very interesting and has posed many new 

questions.  Was there ever really a broch tower?  Was there a broch under construction that was 

abandoned due to poor construction and site collapse/slippage?  And was it reinhabited later by 

constructing the broch footings into another structure?  Or was the broch destroyed or dismantled 

and then refashioned for later inhabitants? 

[0440] 

N 
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Structure 0443 and Structure 0444 

Structure [0443] is a roughly-made intramural cell at the east end of intramural gallery [0440].  It 

was separated from [0440] by a roughly built partition wall [0442].   

Between [0443] and the intramural passage [0437] in Trench 1, there is another small chamber 

[0444].  These divisions between the intramural gallery and intramural wall passage are probably 

post-broch alterations of the galleries for use by later inhabitants.  These partitions require further 

excavation to better define the structures, their use and the surfaces within them.  

 

Structures 0447, 0448, 0449 

Uncovered in 2007, feature [0447] is located in the north corner of Trench 1 next to features [0448] 

and [0449] in the south corner of Trench 2.  They look like hearths but there is no evidence of 

burning, nor is there any evidence of bone fragments.  Feature [0449] was excavated in 2007 and is 

recorded in the 2007 archive: this showed there were three shallow deposits of small slabs laid 

within small upright kerbstones but no artefactual evidence appeared and the related deposited 

material has not been analyzed.  Considering their position in the broch courtyard, amid slabbed 

areas and possible structural additions (not yet clearly defined) they appear to be work areas used in 

a later phase of occupation of the broch. 

 
Figure 7: Plan 1, April 2007-Structure 0448, work surface in broch courtyard 

 

Structures 0428, 0432 

After the third quadrant (Trench 4) was opened in 2008 and more of the rubble was removed from 

the site centre, there appeared to be two related slabbed areas or even pathways, [0428] and [0432].  

The slabs in Trench 4 lead to the slabs in Trench 1 [0428], although some of the slabs in Trench 1 

are upended due to tree root action.  The slabbing in Trench 2 [0432] relates to [0428] and both 

probably form a living surface that surrounds features [0447], [0448] and [0449]. 

 

Structure 0427 

This is a poorly made linear wall also in the centre of the broch site.  It appears to serve no purpose 

and its existence is questionable.  However, if the above are post-broch structures in the courtyard, 

this could be evidence of an unfinished partition/structural wall.  This argument is strengthened by 

two groupings of large stone slabs [0479] and [0480] lying as if placed side-by-side in preparation 

for their use.   

 

Structure 0475 (Trench 2) and 0473 (Trench 4) 

[0475] to the north and [0473] to the south are both intentionally built-up areas on either side of the 

broch entrance.  From an aerial viewpoint, the broch’s inner and outer walls seem to merge into 

[0448] 

N 
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platforms on either side of the entrance, in between the outer wall outer face and the inner wall 

inner face, and ending at stop walls for the intramural galleries in both quadrants.   The vantage 

point from atop the structures is very commanding over the landscape below, suggesting the 

structured was built in this way to appear formidable.   

 

Discussion 

There is continued evidence that the original structure's walls were later altered and rebuilt.  Most 

obviously, the inner broch walls in Trench 1 and Trench 4 appear to narrow and widen in places (see 

Figure 3 above), as if the inner walls were partly reconstructed along with new internal partitioning.  

The nicely-constructed intramural wall passages appear to be original even amongst the reshaping 

of walls and partitioning built around them. 

 

There are two further pieces of evidence that these structures were post-broch alterations.   

Feature [0459] is a line of upright large slabs that stands out amongst the rubble-built structure 

[0475] in Trench 2.  Since the line of the stones does not line up with the rest of the inner wall outer 

face, it is possible that the stones formed the basis for the beginning of an intramural stair.  It is the 

visibility of [0459] that shows convincingly that this area of the broch structure was later filled in 

with rubble and built up for the construction of platforms next to the entrance. 

   

Next, the northeast-southwest orientation of the broch entrance [0455] is not a typical orientation 

for an entrance.  This entrance is poorly constructed and remains unconvincing as a possible main 

entrance to a 40-metre high, double-skinned drystone tower.  Since excavations have not uncovered 

100% of the site, it is possible that the original broch entrance remains to be found elsewhere or that 

it was roughly rebuilt for later use of the site.  The steepness of this east-northeast side of the site 

could have been appealing for defence or ritual purposes using the two staged platforms on either 

side.  It does appear that this entrance [0455] led up over a slabbed pathway into a new post-broch 

structure where rubble from the ruined broch was reused constructing new living and work surfaces 

in the courtyard and new living/ritual areas out of the broch intramural galleries. 

   

As mentioned above, the deposits around the galleries and within the broch centre remain mostly 

unexcavated and the excavators believe that further investigation will answer more questions about 

post-broch occupation. 

 

iv.  Investigations outside of the broch structure 

Based on the assumption that the site has a souterrain, Structure [0460], and mindful of the group of 

slabs in Trench 1 [0446], two perpendicular trenches outside of the broch structure to the northwest 

of the site were investigated.  Trench 5 and Trench 6 were expected to reveal the purpose and design 

of the possible souterrain.  Trench 7 was excavated to extend the area outside of the entrance 

[0460]. 

 

Trench 5 

In Trench 5, there was a definite sequence of deposits and horizons, covered by soil and medium-

large stones.   
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Figure 8: Plan 6, July 2008-Trench 5 

 

 

Context 0503 

Within this context of mostly redeposited soil, heavily mixed with charcoal and burnt bone 

fragments, a cannel coal bangle fragment was recovered along with two rose quartz pebbles.  The 

context was particularly distinguished by the presence of numerous fragments of broken smooth, 

greenish cobbles that appear to have been heat fractured and some of which were reddish coloured 

on one side.  The cobbles were evenly distributed through the fill and extended below a bank [0506] 

or rough wall in the middle of the trench.  Further analysis could indicate whether the cobbles were 

part of some industrial working of the stones or that they were used as a living/working surface in 

another part of the site. 

 

Context 0507 

At the east-northeast end of T5, the end of a possible revetment wall appeared.  Due to its location, 

this leads to the possibility that it is associated with an earlier feature on site. 

 

Trench 6 

Trench 6 was also excavated in order to investigate the ‘souterrain’ [0460] and revealed several 

areas of interest: possible metalworking surface, a stone bank / road and two related slab-lined 

features. 

 

Context 0610  

In the middle of the trench, a possible surface left from metalworking [0610] was exposed.  This 

context was excavated after noticing a burnt, rusty deposit overlying a larger ashy charcoal deposit.  

There were fragments of slag and baked clay on the surface.  The context was carefully removed in 

one piece and has been stored for future professional analysis. 

 

Structure 0607 

[0607] is a 2m-wide compact mound of very large stones and sandy gravel fill that appeared just 

below the surface of Trench 6 after it was extended to investigate fully Feature 0610.  Its size and 

orientation leading it away from the broch to the west propose the possibility of a causeway or road.  

The opening of the final quadrant of the site could provide clarification of this. 

 

Feature 0604 and Feature 0614 

On the west side of the north end of Trench 6 (0604) was lined with flat sandstone slabs and filled 

with sandy loam that included slag and polished stone.  On the east side of the north end of Trench 

6, (0614) appears as a similar but smaller feature lined with slabs.  (0604) was sectioned but (0614) 

extends out of the excavated area.  Lying between the two features is a small standing stone with a 

rounded head that was visible prior to excavation and is still in situ set firmly in the ground.  

Further investigation could show these two features to be related and probably much more complex: 

[0506] 

[0507] 

N 
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ritual associated with the metalworking surface [0610] or a ritual deposit or even a burial. 

 

4. Further discussions and future work 

Completion of the third phase of work during the 2008 field season at Applecross Broch has 

enabled us to know what questions need answering and where to focus to find the answers.  It has 

also proven the complexity of the site and its importance to Scottish archaeology as a multi-phased 

broch/roundhouse site.  The archaeology now points to at least three separate phases of occupation. 

 

The system of opening up the site quadrant by quadrant has allowed the excavators to effectively 

and safely excavate the site within the constrained budget and on-site time.  When, in 2009, the 

final quadrant is opened and edges of the excavated area extended as necessary, the archaeologists 

will undoubtedly clarify the phases of site occupation and add to the material record for specialist 

analysis. 

 

It is important to note in this interim report that further analysis of the past three seasons of 

fieldwork is still needed and in progress.  Apart from the necessary specialist input and analysis on 

finds and deposits, there is much more data to look at along with statistical and comparative 

analyses to do. 
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Plate 8 Broch entrance dividing Trench 2 (to left) and Trench 4 (to right, excavation in 

progress), facing east 

Plate 9 Trench 2 intramural gallery [0453] to left and ‘filled-in’ inner/outer walls [0475] 

below Cathy; facing north-northeast 

Plate 10 Trench 4 after excavation: Wall [0427] in centre with large slabs [0432] next to it; 

facing southeast 

Plate 11 Plate 11: Structure [0460], possible souterrain entrance or pre-broch entrance; facing 

south 

Plate 12 North end of Trench 6, (0604) cut sectioned with large upright facing slabs [0605] 

inside, facing west-northwest 

Plate 13:  North end of Trench 6, (0604) cut sectioned with large upright facing slabs [0605] 

inside, facing east-southeast 
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Plate 1 : Broch entrance, facing Southwest                  Sep 2007 
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Plate 2: Outer broch wall outer face [0422] with outside wall face [0423] below, facing north.        Sep 2007 
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Plate 3: Outer broch wall outer face [0422] with outside wall face [0423] below, facing northwest.       Sep 2007 
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Plate 4: Features [0429] in front and [0428] in rear, facing southwest           Apr 2007 
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Plate 5: Trench 1 after excavation, facing southeast             Apr 2007 
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Plate 6: Inner and outer broch walls in Trench 1, showing [0440] intramural gallery and later partition wall [0442] in 

between; facing west-northwest               Apr 2007 
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Plate 7: Inner and outer broch walls in Trench 1, showing [0440] intramural gallery and later partition wall [0442]  (on 

left) in between; facing southwest               Jul 2008 
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Plate 8: Broch entrance dividing Trench 2 (to left) and Trench 4 (to right), facing east          Jul 2008 
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Plate 9: Trench 2, intramural gallery [0453] to left and ‘filled-in’ inner and outer wall structure [0475] below Cathy, 

facing NNE                 Jul 2008 
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Plate 10: Trench 4 after excavation: Wall [0427] in centre with large slabs [0432] next to it; facing southeast    Jul 2008 
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Plate 11: Structure [0460], possible souterrain entrance or pre-broch entrance; facing south              Jul 2008 
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Plate 12: North end of Trench 6, (0604) cut sectioned with large upright facing slabs [0605] inside, facing west-

northwest                   Jul 2008 
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Plate 13: North end of Trench 6, (0604) cut sectioned with large upright facing slabs [0605] inside, facing east-southeast 

Jul 2008
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Summary of Finds from the 2008 Season 

 

C J McCullagh 
 

1. Introduction 
This summary aims to give an overview of the artefact groups that have been subject to a primary 
assessment, so far, from the 2008 season of excavations.  The total of small finds attributed to anthropogenic 

activity was 84, including 22 worked stones; 13 pre-historic – mediaeval pottery fragments; 5 worked antler 

fragments and objects and one shale bangle fragment. 

 

 

2. Worked Stone 
The excavations at Applecross Broch have revealed a number of whole and fragmentary worked stones that 

may prove to have originated as coarse stone tools; the majority of these remain in situ.  A number may in 

the course of future investigations be characterised as quern-stone; grinding stone and hone fragments, being 

re-used in or re-deposited into the construction, shoring and in-filling of the contexts in which they can now 
be found.  A number of these are, indeed, revealed in secondary contexts and, as such, may elicit little in 

terms of a chronological narrative for this assemblage. 

 

Lithics 

Two lithics were identified during this last season.  SF198, a chert flake or possible micro-tool and SF199, a 

flint arrowhead, were both found in redeposited material [0401] and [0613] in trenches 4 and 6, respectively.   

 

SF198 shows conchoidal pressure fracturing on the dorsal surface.  This characteristic when considered with 

the one evident serrated edge, now blunted, infers that it was worked and then used as a scraping tool.  This 
chert has been identified as originating from known natural deposits in Staffin, Skye (Pers. Comm: Steve 

Birch). 

 
SF199 appears to be rough-out for a barbed and tanged arrowhead.  The form is clearly discernible; however 

the outer material of the nodule seems to have been only partially removed. 

 

Whilst the presence of lithic artefacts may suggest the possibility of a precedent to the broch horizon, neither 

was found in what might be considered a primary context.  Continued excavation of the entire broch 

complex is necessary to ascertain the significance, or otherwise, of these finds within a fuller understanding 

of the multi-phasing of the site. 

 

Steatite  
A number of the aforementioned worked coarse stones, identified in secondary contexts throughout the site, 

have been characterised as steatite.  Known from Iron Age broch contexts in the northern isles (Forster, A. K. 

2002, p.49
7
), steatite artefacts, secure in Iron Age and earlier contexts, are also known at Dun Telve Broch, 

Glenelg and Uamh An Ard Achadh (High Pasture Cave), Skye (Close-Brooks, J. 1972, p.2958; Pers. Comm: 

Steve Birch), both geographically proximate to Applecross.  The natural steatite deposits at Glenelg might be 

considered a likely source for the soapstone here, suggesting, perhaps, some intra-regional trade and 
exchange. 

 

SF214, a steatite spindle whorl, with a pecked circular decoration on this surface is less finely made than 

whorls found in the 2007 seasons (SF016 and SF064)9, but does share aesthetic characteristics with each.   

 

Like SF016, an undecorated whorl worked from stone with intense crystalline inclusions, the steatite from 

which SF214 has been fabricated, whilst having the utility of being a relatively soft stone, might also be 

                                                
7
 Forster, A. K. 2002, ‘Worked Stone: Steatite’ in, Dockrill, S. et al (eds) 2002, Old Scatness Broch & Jarlshof 

Environs Project: Field Season 2001, Interim Report No. 7.  University of Bradford. 
8 Close-Brooks, J. 1972, ‘Two Steatite Lamps’, in Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland 104.  

Edinburgh. 
9
 Wood, J et al 2008, Applecross Broch Community Archaeology Project: Excavation and Site Presentation. Highland 

Archaeology Services. 
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considered to have been chosen for its attractive inclusions.  The pecked marks on SF064 encircle the inner 

perforation.  On SF214 only one pecked depression is evident.  However, there are other natural dimpled 

depressions visible on the pecked surface.  These voids, created by the loss of larger grit inclusions, suggest a 

resonance with the anthropogenic decoration – perhaps simply a development of a natural void - again 
inferring an aesthetic particularity in the choice of stone. 

 

SF214 is a stray find, found after dry sieving the spoil from Trench 7.  Whilst there is no security of context 
for this decorated whorl it is notable that precedence for steatite spindle weights has been identified within 

Iron Age horizons at other broch excavations (Forster, A. K. 2002, p.4910; RCAHMS, 194611). 

 

Quartz 

Found in the redeposited dark brown loam fill of Trench 5 [0503], in close association with a shale bangle 

fragment (SF187), SF193 is a worked rose quartz pebble, showing use wear at the conical end. 

 

In addition to the specificity of the stone type, the appearance of natural pitting with dark grit inclusions 

encircling the worn end, suggests that as with SF214, aesthetic as well as utilitarian principles have operated 

in the choice of material for this artefact. 
 

Other quartz pebbles found in Trench 5 and Trench 6 (SF191 and SF221.b) would merit closer examination 

for signs of wear.  Each appears, certainly, to have been to have been polished.  Each has been found in close 

association with other special finds; SF191 with the aforementioned shale bangle fragment (SF187) and 

SF221.b in context with the arrowhead rough-out (SF199), also mentioned above.  One possible reading, 

which can only be fully assessed alongside fuller interpretation of the individual contexts, is that these 

artefacts have been selected for deposition. 

 

Other worked stone  

11 polished stone tools were found during the 2008 season, including three whetstones (SF145.b; SF149 and 

SF150), two picks (SF145.a and SF194) - all from [0401] Trenches 1 and 4 - and 6 polishing stones 

(SF145.c; SF168; SF179; SF197; SF215 and SF220). 
 

One each of the whetstones and the picks, SF145.b and SF145.a, were found together as part of a ‘set’ of 4 

polished stone tools – the others being the polishing stone (SF145.c) and an axe / adze (SF145.d).  These 

were laid in a linear arrangement on the previously cleaned back surface of Trench 1 and had been weathered 

out prior to removal.  Their proximity to one of two rectilinear stone settings, identified within the rubble of 

Trench 1, each of which may be interpreted as discreet industrial areas, is notable.  The particularity of their 

arrangement infers a purposeful deposition, meriting further desk based research, perhaps eliciting similar 

examples from other broch sites. 

 
The remaining stone tools excavated during this season represent an expected range of unpolished artefacts: 

hammerstones (SF183 and SF189), adzes and ards (SF188 and SF205) a hand axe (SF194) and notably a 

stone scraper (SF204).  There are likely to be many more such tools to be found, re-used, in secondary 
contexts in the rubble and wall material throughout the site. 

 

One possible quern or grinding stone - SF192, a large dished cobble with bevelling encircling the upper edge 
of the concavity - was found in [0503] in close association with the aforementioned Shale bangle fragment 

(SF187) and worked rose quartz pebble (SF193).  The possibility of purposeful deposition in this area of the 

site - proximate to both Trenches 6 and 7, representing, respectively, what may be a discreet metal-working 

area and the entrance to either a souterrain or similar subterraneous, pre-broch structure – is worth noting.  

The range of artefacts found in close association and stratified in a single context is also, to some extent, 

resonant with known examples of structured deposition (Cunliffe, B. 1992, pp.69 - 83
12
; Clarke, S. 2001, 

                                                
10
 Forster, A. K. 2002, ‘Worked Stone: Steatite’ in, Dockrill, S. et al (eds) 2002, Old Scatness Broch & Jarlshof 

Environs Project: Field Season 2001, Interim Report No. 7.  University of Bradford. 
11
 RCAHMS. 1946, The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland. Twelfth report with 

an inventory of the ancient monuments of Orkney and Shetland, 3v, Edinburgh, 152-3, No.406. 
12
 Cunliffe, B. 1992, ‘Pits, preconceptions and propitiation in the British Iron Age’, in Oxford Journal of Archaeology, 

11: 1, pp.69-83. Oxford Institute of Archaeology. 
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pp.76 – 82
13
), although only further interpretation of the characteristics of the contexts and their sequence in 

the narrative of construction, destruction and / or abandonment can offer a compelling argument for this 

reading. 

 
 

3. Worked Antler 
 

Tines 
Two red deer antler tines, one with clear signs of working wear at the base (SF141) and another that 

evidences cross cuts on the main body of the tine (SF186) were found in Trench 4, [0401] and [0467], 

respectively.  The latter find was included in the fill of what appears to be a posthole in close association 

with SF183, a hammerstone and the intrusive find, SF184, a Cu Alloy spent gun cartridge. 

 

Fraser Hunter suggests that caution should be taken when interpreting shed antler remains as indicative of 

tool manufacture utilising either the tines or beams (Hunter, F. 2007a, p.8214).  Both these finds and previous 

finds recorded as antler artefacts from previous seasons (SF033 and SF056
15
) will merit future specialist 

analysis. 
 

Annular cored antler sections 

Three small cut sections of antler, with the cancellous tissue cored out (SF142; SF148 and SF155) were 

found in Trench 4 [0401] and [0402].  None of these show any evidence of polishing or shaping on the 

exterior surface and no attenuation or decoration has been identified on any of these finds.  Such may infer 

that unlike similar antler artefacts, often identified as toggles (Knight, S. 2002, pp.378 -380
16
, Ritchie, A. 

200317), the Applecross examples may have been utilised as tool components, possibly as part of a rope / 

twine management or tightening system. 

 
 

4. Worked Oil Shale 
 

Bangle Fragment 

Found in the dark brown redeposited loam fill of Trench 5 [0503], a shale bangle fragment (SF187) from 

which a full bangle diameter of 8cm has been projected, infers a significant index to Iron Age horizons on 

the site (Hunter, F. 2007b, p.8118). 

 

There is evident working wear on the interior face, which upon first examination might suggest that this is a 

fragment broken prior to completion of the bangle.  However the wear on the polished, exterior surface – 

both vertical and horizontal incisions; some relatively deeply incised – infer everyday use as a piece of body 

ornament (Pers. Comm. Fraser Hunter), although further specialist analysis is necessary in order to fully 
consider this. 

 

As aforementioned, the close association, in context, of this artefact with a worked rose quartz pebble 
(SF193) and a possible quern or grinding stone (SF192) is suggestive of purposeful deposition.  Certainly, 

the close association of a broken object of personal adornment with a quernstone and quartz artefact is 

resonant with wider Iron Age readings of ritual deposition (e.g. Clarke, S. 2001
19
; Murray, R. 2006

20
).  

                                                
13
 Clarke, S. 2001, ‘Probably Ritual: Assemblage Interpretation at Newstead’, in Smith, A and Brookes, A (eds) 2001, 

Ritual Space (BAR International Series Vol. 956) Archaeopress: Oxford, pp.73 – 84. 
14
 Hunter, F. 2007

a
, ‘Antler’ in, Dunwell, A. et. al. 2007, Cist burials and an Iron Age settlement at Dryburn 

Bridge, Innerwick, East Lothian. CFA Archaeology: Musselburgh, pp.82 -83. 
15
 Wood, J et al 2008, Applecross Broch Community Archaeology Project: Excavation and Site Presentation. Highland 

Archaeology Services. 
16
 Knight, S. 2002, Butchery and intra-site spatial analysis of animal bone: A case study from Danebury Hillfort, 

Hampshire, England.  University of Leicester. 
17
 Ritchie, A. 2003, ‘Jarlshof’, in British Archaeology 69. CBA.  URL: http://www.britarch.ac.uk/BA/ba69/feat3.shtml 

[16/09/08]. 
18
 Hunter, F. 2007

b
, ‘Oil Shale and Cannel Coal’ in, Dunwell, A. et. al. 2007, Cist burials and an Iron Age settlement 

at Dryburn Bridge, Innerwick, East Lothian. CFA Archaeology: Musselburgh, pp.81. 
19
 Clarke, S. 2001, ‘Probably Ritual: Assemblage Interpretation at Newstead’, in Smith, A and Brookes, A (eds) 2001, 
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However, in the absence of accurate recordings of the spatial relationships of these finds; identifying 

recurring patterns of placement (cf. Hunter, F. 2007c, p.8321) it is necessary to exercise caution when 

considering this possible interpretation. 

 
Whilst shale deposits and manufacturing sites are well known on eastern coasts (Pers. Comms. Alan Braby 

and Fraser Hunter), thus inferring a possible trade and exchange route from coast-to-coast for the Applecross 

Bangle, it is also necessary to consider the intra-regional links suggested by the assemblage of shale bangles 
and associated working debris recovered from Uamh An Ard Achadh (High Pasture Cave), Skye (Birch, S. 

200822).  Future specialist analysis and subsequent characterisation of SF187 may reveal whether the raw 

material originates from the same source as the Skye examples; possibly one of the known lignite 

occurrences on the island. 

 

 

5. Glass 
 

A green glass bead 

In addition to the variety of simple, intrusive finds of twentieth century blown glass (SF159 and SF169) one 
green glass bead (SF156) - date uncertain - was also found in Trench 4, in the dark, loose silty sand  deposit 

[0402] where one of the annular cored antler sections (SF155) had also been found.   

 

The glass is of a light green colour and is opaque.  What appears to be percussion wear is visible on either 

perforated end.  This may be consistent with the bead having been strung as part of a sequence of beads. 

 

Certainly blue glass beads are known to be common in Iron Age contexts (Hunter, F and McLaren D, 200623) 

and beads of other colours are not unknown (ibid.).  It is notable that green glass beads have been found in 

other broch contexts (e.g. Callander, J. G. 1921
24
); all of which confirms that future specialist analysis is 

necessary in order to characterise this artefact. 

 

 

6. Pottery 
 

Pre-historic pottery 

13 sherds of pre-historic courseware were found during the 2008 season.  All of the wares represent a variety 

of fabric colours and temper, which of itself, may not be interpreted as signifying a multiplicity of wares.  

Certainly, studies of the more widely considered assemblages from sites in the Western and Northern Isles 

(Laing, L. 2003, pp. 48 - 4925) have suggested that variability in the bedrock and firing conditions is as likely 

to produce such variety (Campbell, E. 2002, p.13926; MacSween, A. 2002, p.15227). 

 
The majority of what has been found constitute undecorated body sherds (SF161; SF163; SF190; SF196; 
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SF208; SF211; SF212 and SF213), meriting further specialist analysis in order to determine diagnostic 

features.  However, all of these also evidence fine grit inclusions, a feature that is entirely suggestive of Iron 

Age manufacturing techniques (Brown, L. D. 200228, p.53).  The 2008 assemblage also contains five 

decorated rim and body sherds - each depicting characteristics that allow some diagnostic comparison with 
artefacts from other assemblages - have also been excavated (SF164; SF165; SF209a and SF209b and 

SF210).   

 
SF164, found in the clean back of the surface of Trench 4 (c. 0401), is a rough courseware everted rim sherd, 

with grit inclusions that has been decorated with a stab mark upon the interior rim eversion, suggesting a 

band of decoration on this surface.  The eversion of both this rim and that of SF209.a, found in Trench 7 

[0478] is indicative of a Mid-Iron Age date (ibid; Pers. Comm. Fraser Hunter).  The stab marks on SF164 

also place this artefact securely within an Iron Age fabrication horizon (Pers. Comm. Fraser Hunter). 

 

In addition to the eversion of its rim, SF209 - comprising a grey fabric with fine grit inclusions - is decorated 

with light fingertip impressions at the base of the rim on the exterior surface.  A similar, though more deeply 

imprinted, decoration is evident beneath the rim of SF070, a sherd found during the September 2007 season 

(Wood, J. et al, 2008
29
).  There is debate amongst researchers as to whether such decoration can be 

considered typical of either the Early or Mid-Iron Age (Brown, L. D. 2002, p.5330).  Further specialist 

analysis of both sherds will be helpful in clarifying their significance in the sequence of pottery at Applecross 

Broch. 

 

It is notable that both SF070 and SF209 show similarities to the Tungdale sherd numbers 11 and 42, artefacts 

in the assemblage excavated from Tungdale Souterrain, Skye (Miket, R. 2002, pp.99 – 100
31
), suggesting 

that both might be reflective of intra-regional, decorative style parallels.  It is also, perhaps, notable that 

SF209 was found at the broch end of the possible souterrain passage (Trench 7).  Whilst there must be 

reservations placed on devising a narrative of the construction of this feature from such evidence, further 
desk based research into the typology of pottery from dateable souterrain contexts within the region may 

provide useful insights. 

 
Two of the other decorated sherds, both body sherds, were found in close association with SF209 [0478]; 

both are comprised of the same or similar grey fabric and both feature incised decorations.  SF209b is incised 

with an arc, traversed at one extreme by a vertical line and SF211 is incised with a vertical line.  Both forms 

of decoration suggest a secure place within the Early to Mid-Iron Age suite of decorative characteristics 

(Cunliffe, B. 2005, p.11932).   

 

The pale orange, rough courseware rim sherd with grit and stone inclusions and a plain cordon decoration 

applied around the base of the rim, found in the cleaning back of the surface of Trench 4 [0401] may be 

related, typologically, to earlier forms in the Iron Age sequence (Campbell, E. 2002, p.140
33
). 

 

The full significance of each of these decorated sherds as informative elements in the wider reading of the 

broch complex at Applecross will be elicited through future specialist analysis. 
 

 

Late Medieaval / Early Modern Pottery 
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One unstratified brown glazed body sherd, SF206 , is included in the 2008 find assemblage. 

 

Whilst the glazing, clearly separates this artefact from the pre-historic wares and might more easily place it 

within an Early Modern fabrication horizon, the rough gritted temper and the irregularly spaced lines visible 
on the interior face – suggesting that this pot has been coil made – might also point to an earlier manufacture 

date. 

 
 

Post Medieaval Pottery 

Twenty-two (22) sherds of C19th – C20th tablewares were all found during the surface clean back in Trench 

4 [0401]  and, as such, represent a considerable constituent of the simple finds included in this context.  

Other C19th – C20th finds, indicative of both modern deposition and intrusion, include SF158 and SF160, a 

fragment of terracotta clay drainpipe and two slate roof tiles, respectively; SF159 and SF169, 2 fragments of 

the main body of a green, blown glass bottle and a green, blown glass bottle neck fragment and SF184 a Cu 

Alloy spent gun cartridge. 

 

SF152 comprises 14 body sherds of a light brown glazed stoneware vessel.  SF153 comprises 5 fragments of 
blue and white tableware.  SF154 appears to be the stem and base of a white glazed stoneware eggcup and 

SF182 is an everted rim sherd of similarly white glazed fabric. 

 

 

7. Fired Clay 
 

Fired Clay Fragments 

2 Fragments of fired clay (SF162) were found during the clean back of Trench 4 [0401].  All of the other 

fired clay found during the 2008 season was collected as sample material, the greater volume of this having 
been found in Trench 6 (SN71; SN84 – 85 and SN88).  The total volume of the loose fired clay fragments 

found throughout the excavation is 600.01grams.   

 
All of the material mentioned above comprises the characteristics of either a furnace or a kiln; these being 

oxidised, red-orange outer surfaces and grey inners (English Heritage, 2001, p.11
34
).  In order to enable fuller 

specialist analysis, two of the larger, possibly primary contextual, samples SN84 and SN85 were box 

excavated. 

 

Whilst SF162 may only indicate re-deposition of primary material spreads, specialist analysis of the material 

sampled from Trench 6, when considered alongside the slag finds and the charcoal samples from the same 

area, may provide evidence for a primary structure, a furnace or a kiln, and a discreet area of industrial 

activity. 
 

 

8. Slag 
 

A total of 1,141grams of Slag was recovered during the 2008 season as both samples and as small finds.   

 
Those slag fragments collected as small finds were either excavated during the clean back of Trench 4 [0401] 

(SF144; SF167 and SF218) or were found deposited in Trench 6 (SF207 and SF219); here in association with 

the fired clay fragments interpreted as primary material earlier in this summary. SF207 is, notably, a slag and 

stone composite; a fire-cracked stone onto which slag has poured. 

 

The morphology of slag fragments can be extremely diverse in response to variations in temperature, 

duration of process, chemistry of the fuel used, the material of the hearth lining and the alloys used in the 

processes (Heald, A. 2007, p. 8135).  The material found during the 2008 season reflects a diversity of slag 

types, including blooms, however, only full specialist analysis will elicit those forms that may prove to be 
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diagnostic – i.e. tap slags and smithing hearth bottoms (after Heald, 2007
36
). 

 

Further desk based assessment, considering archaeometallurgical techniques and their products and by-

products and specialist input would better inform the sampling and finds policies of future excavations in 
order that the maximum information can be recovered from slag that is recovered as the project progresses.  

 

 

9. Butchered and Burnt Bone 
 

Whilst the sampling policy for the 2008 season included the collection of both burnt and butchered bone 

samples, each of these strictly constituting examples of ecofacts, 19 small assemblages of both burnt and /or 

butchered bone were collected. 

 

The greatest volume of butchered and / or burnt bone was recovered during the clean back of Trench 4 

[0401].  Other butchered and / or burnt bone collected as small finds from within Trench 4 includes two 

fragments including one knuckle joint from the loose black soil with spreads of burning, N of the intra-mural 

passage (SF201) [0468]; five fragments, including a carnivore mandible fragment, 1 fibula fragment and 1 
scapula fragment (SF202) from the deposit S of the southern entrance wall to the broch [0469]; 4 

miscellaneous fragments (SF203) from the fill of the inner wall passage [0412] and 10 fragments of burnt 

bone, found with 4 cattle or deer teeth fragments and 3 fragments of sheep teeth (SF216) from the paved area 

N of the broch façade [0432].  Of these it is difficult to discern those which might constitute non-dispersed 

fragments, apart from SF180 a sacral fragment found directly above an iron pan deposit.  However such 

interpretations must remain cautious. 

 

In order to provide the fuller information regarding species distribution, economic and environmental 

implications and cultural activities, further desk based assessment and specialist input is necessary.  The 
assemblage of butchered, cremated and other bone from Applecross Broch has been collected, stabilised and 

recorded in order to facilitate such future analysis. 

 
No examples of worked bone were recovered during this last season.   

 

10. Conclusion 
 

This summary has provided a simple, primary overview of the assemblage of finds recovered during the 

2008 season of excavations at Applecross.   

 

The majority of the finds have been recovered from re-deposited contexts, consistent with the research 

design of the project, thus far – to excavate and record the later levels of broch occupation.  Notably, Iron 
Age material has been identified, as represented in the pre-historic pottery assemblage.  Where excavation 

has extended out into the broch environs (Trenches 5 – 7) the diagnostic nature of such finds has intensified. 

 
All of the artefact types and those ecofacts included as finds, would merit further specialist analysis, enabling 

better understanding of their significance in the narrative of this multi-phased broch complex site, including 

the construction phasing; areas and types of industrial and domestic activity; intra-regional and wider 
geographic trading and exchange relationships and cultural influences and activities. 

      

 

11.  List of Plates 
 

Plate 1  SF187: Fragment of shale bangle 

 

Plate 2  SF214: Steatite spindle whorl 

 

Plate 3  SF145a-d: Polished stone tools 

                                                
36 ibid 
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 Plate 1:   Fragment of shale bangle (SF187) 
 

 
Plate 2: Steatite spindle whorl (SF214) 
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Plate 3: Polished stone tools: pick, whetstone, polishing tool, axe/adze (SF145a-d)
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C. Indices 

APL08 : Index of Contexts 

Trench 
Context 
Number 

Type Description 

4 0401 Deposit 
Surface turf, silt intrusives; intense boulder and cobble intrusions, 

roots. 

4 0402 Deposit 
Dark, loose silty sand w/ pebble inclusions around squared-off stone 

surface 

4 0403 Deposit 
Dark brown sandy loam, intense surface inclusion; sandy lens, 

charcoal inclusions 

4 0404 Deposit Pale orange/grey wet sand 

4 0405 Deposit Black midden soil on 'surface' 

N/A 0406 Structure Broch inner wall inner face 

N/A 0407 Structure Broch inner wall outer face 

N/A 0408 Structure Broch inner wall fill 

N/A 0409 Group Inner Wall : 0406-8 

4 0410 Structure T4 Inner wall passage N face 

4 0411 Structure T4 Inner wall passage S face 

4 0412 Deposit Fill in inner wall passage T4 

4 0413 Surface/ Deposit T4 Inner wall passage (0414) floor 

4 0414 Group T4 Inner wall passage (0410,0411) 

4 0415 Deposit Intramural gallery fill 

4 0416 Surface/ Deposit Intramural gallery floor 

4 0417 Structure Intramural gallery N stop wall 

4 0418 Structure Intramural gallery S stop wall 

4 0419 Group Intramural gallery (0417-8) 

N/A 0420 Structure Outer wall inner face 

N/A 0421 Structure Outer wall fill 

N/A 0422 Structure Outer wall outer face 

1 0423 Structure Outer outer wall outer face 

N/A 0424 Group Outer wall (0420-22) 

4 0425 
Deposit/ 

Structure? 
Courtyard rubble pile 

4 0426 
Deposit/ 

Structure? 
Courtyard below rubble pile 

4 0427 Structure Courtyard: superficial wall NE-SW 

4 0428 Structure Courtyard: paved area 

4 0429 Deposit Courtyard: deposit on paved area 
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4 0430 Structure Facade wall E of broch entrance wall 

4 0431 Deposit Fill behind facade wall 0431 

4 0432 Structure Paved area N of facade wall 0431 

4 0433 Deposit Midden spread N of broch entrance 

4 0434 Structure East stone setting/post setting 

4 0435 Structure West stone setting/post setting 

4 0436 
Deposit/ 

Structure? 
Exterior, E of 0432 

1 0437 Group Inner wall passage 

1 0438 Structure Inner wall passage, E face 

1 0439 Structure Inner wall passage, W face 

1 0440 Group Intramural gallery 

1 0441 Structure W wall of intramural gallery 

1 0442 Structure E partition wall intramural gallery 

1 0443 Structure Intramural cell E of 440, W of 444 

1 0444 Group Intramural chamber S of 437 (424,445) 

1 0445 Structure Intramural chamber E stop wall 

1 0446 Structure Slabs/Steps below outer outer wall 0423 

1 0447 Structure Small slab setting in N corner T1 

2 0448 Structure Small slab setting in S corner T2 

2 0449 Structure Small slab setting S corner T2, N of 0448 

2 0450 Group Inner wall passage(0451,0452), W side of T2 

2 0451 Structure Inner wall passage E face 

2 0452 Structure Inner wall passage W face 

2 0453 Group Intramural gallery (0454, 0424, 0409); accessed via 0450 

2 0454 Structure Intramural gallery E stop wall 

N/A 0455 Group Broch entrance (0456, 0457) 

N/A 0456 Structure Broch entrance N face 

N/A 0457 Structure Broch entrance S face 

N/A 0458 Structure Steps in broch entrance 

2 0459 Structure Line of upright stones E side of T2, outside line of inner wall outer face 

2 0460 Group Possible souterrain passage entrance (0462,0463,0464) 

2 0461 Structure 3 lintels covering passage entrance 

2 0462 Structure N wall passage entrance 
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2 0463 Structure S wall passage entrance 

2 0464 Structure W wall passage entrance 

2 0465 Deposit Mixed fill around electrical stays 

4 0466 Cut Courtyard posthole cut 

4 0467 Deposit Courtyard posthole fill 

4 0468 Deposit Loose, black soil, non discreet burning; N of intramural passage 0414 

4 0469 Deposit Deposit S of S broch entrance wall (0457), partly over 0471 

4 0470 Structure Post socket adjacent to S entrance wall 0457 

4 0471 Deposit Fill of 0470, k brown granular soil 

4 0472 Deposit Mid-brown sandy soil w/ roots, stone frags <20cm 

4 0473 Structure? Poss. Structure S of 0457-merging of inner/outer walls? 

4 0474 Structure? 
Poss. End wall—N stop wall of inner broch wall over [0473]-South of 

[0457] 

2 0475 Structure Poss. Structure N of 0456-merging of inner/outer walls? 

2 0476 Structure Slabbed area outside of pre-broch entrance , [0460] 

4 0477 Deposit Whitish sand on either side of slabbed surface [0476] 

4 0478 Deposit V. black sandy soil w/ lot of charcoal-Fill over and around [0476] 

    
Trench 

5    

5 0501 Deposit Soil/stone 

5 0502 Deposit Black soil with stone and bone inclusions 

5 0503 Deposit Dark brown loan redeposited soil, mixed charcoal and bone inclusions 

5 0504 Deposit 
Very mixed black, dry, crumbly soil; intense charcoal, burnt bone 

inclusions 

5 0505 Deposit Brown sticky coarse sand 

5 0507 Structure? Possible revetment wall 
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Trench 
6    

6 0601 Deposit Topsoil-Inclusions washed pebble, pink granite sandstone 

6 0602 Deposit Fill-Inclusions, limestone, pebble, sandy clay 

6 0603 Deposit Fill-Inclusions slag 

6 0604 Cut Large cut into natural W side of T6 

6 0605 
 

Facing stones lining Cut 0604 

6 0606 Stone Turning stone, orthostat 

6 0607 Deposit Rubble pile, or poss structure middle of T6 

6 0608 Deposit Mixed backfill subsoil-soil around 0605 in Cut 0604 

6 0609 Deposit Under 0608 W side of Cut 0604 

6 0610 Surface  Metalworking area? 

6 0611 Deposit Dark layer under 0610 but extending further 

6 0612 Deposit Mixed subsoil/soil redeposit under 0611 

6 0613 Deposit Clay deposit layer to E of 0606 

6 0614 Cut Small cut into natural 

6 0615 Structure? Stone vertical slabs lining Cut 0614 

6 0616 Deposit Fill inside slabs 0615 

6 0617 Structure? Horizontal slabs over Fill 0616 

6 0618 Group 0613-0617 

6 0619 Group 0603-0609 

6 0620 Deposit Rubble-brown soil mix S end 

6 0621 Structure? Wall E of metalworking area—within 0607 

6 0623 Deposit Dark brown soil layer 

    
Trench 

7    

7 0701 Deposit Surface rubble/soil mix 
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APL08 : Index of Site Photographs 

Photo # Trench 
Direction 
Facing 

Context 
/ 

Feature 
Notes Date 

Taken 
By 

       
1 - - - Cannel coal bangle fragment 17/07/08 J Wom 

2 - - - Cannel coal bangle fragment 17/07/08 J Wom 

C1 1 E 
0423, 
0437 

'Outer' wall [0423] outside broch outer wall; 
intramural passage [0437] in background 

14/07/08 MKP 

C2 1 WNW 0423  

Showing profile view of 'outer' wall [0423] to the 
left of broch outer wall; also shows the confusion 
between the inner/outer walls in the foreground 
outside of intramural passage [0437]; 'standing 
stone' identified in 2006 is in centre of photo; 
rubble overlies structure [0446]-slab stones-in left 
centre 

15/07/08 MKP 

C3 4 ENE 0455 

Overall view, E side of site during excavation with 
entrance [0455] in centre; Trench 4 is in the top 
right corner; photo shows the notable the lack of 
definition between the inner/outer broch walls in 
top half of photo-possible platform areas 

16/07/08 MKP 

C4 1 S 
0440, 
0423 

Inner and outer broch wall and intramural gallery 
overview in T1; 'Outer' wall [0423] visible behind 
outer broch wall 

16/07/08 MKP 

C5 2 N 
0453, 
0475, 
0459 

Overview of T2; Cathy standing atop merged 
inner and outer walls [0475] between wall 0456 
and gallery 0453 

16/07/08 MKP 

Cim0001 4 WSW 
0455, 
0458, 
0457 

Looking along the structure's entrance [0455] 
along S wall [0457] with the steepness of it clearly 
visible; also shows good view of the steps [0458] 

22/07/08 MKP 

Cim0002 4 SW 
0455, 
0457 

South corner of site entrance, and outer wall face-
its poor construction is evident; possible slabbed 
path appearing below wall in bottom left corner of 
photo 

22/07/08 MKP 

Cim0003 4 W  
 

Outer wall face and possible slabbed area 
appearing below it T4 next to the site entrance 
[0455] 

22/07/08 MKP 

Cim0004 4 N 
0474, 
0473 

Looking over possible inner wall N stop wall 
[0474] in T4 (centre of photo) above merged 
inner/outer walls [0473] 

22/07/08 MKP 

Cim0010 1 ENE 
0423, 
0424 

'Outer' wall and broch outer wall; [0446] slabs are 
under rubble in left centre of photo 

22/07/08 MKP 

Cim0022 6 NNW 0607 
Cathy and James looking over possible wall 
[0607] in T6 

22/07/08 MKP 

Cim0027 4 E 0468 

Overview of T4, planning in progress. 
Unexcavated dark soil deposit (0468) in centre. 
Photo shows noticeable lack of rubble and outer 
wall in far corner of trench (E site corner) in top 
centre of photo 

22/07/08 MKP 

Cim0030 - SW 
 

Looking from the campsite uphill to the broch site, 
showing steep side of the site 

23/07/08 MKP 
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IMGP9606 2 SSE 0460 
Looking over pre-broch passage entrance [0460], 
photo tries to show the downward slope into the 
entrance 

04/08/08 MKP 

IMGP9607 2 SSE 
0460, 
0476 

Looking over passage entrance [0460] and 
slabbed path [0476] outside it 

04/08/08 MKP 

IMGP9609 2 SSE 0460 Pre-broch passage entrance [0460} 04/08/08 MKP 

IMGP9610 2 SSE 
0460, 
0476 

Looking over passage entrance [0460] and 
slabbed path [0476] outside it 

04/08/08 MKP 

IMGP9611 1 SSE 
0442, 
0443 

Rubble area over outer walls [0424] in T1 where 
the wall becomes unclear as if dismantled or 
restructured, possibly to do with the intramural 
cell [0443]—more excavation required here 

04/08/08 MKP 

IMGP9612 1 SE 
0442, 
0443 

Area over outer walls [0424] in T1 where the wall 
becomes unclear; intramural cell [0443] and 
partition wall [0442] visible, and standing stone 
visible in top left centre 

04/08/08 MKP 

P1010803 4 NNW 
 

Turf removal and excavation beginning in the 
third quadrant, T4 

12/07/08 CD 

P1010806 4 SW 
 

Inner broch wall outer face emerging during T4 
excavation 

13/07/08 CD 

P1010807 4 NE 
 

Inner broch wall outer face emerging during T4 
excavation 

13/07/08 CD 

P1010808 4 SE 0427 
Poorly built possible wall [0427] emerging during 
T4 excavation 

13/07/08 CD 

P1010811 4 S 0427 
Poorly built possible wall [0427] emerging during 
T4 excavation 

13/07/08 CD 

P1010812 4 ENE 0409 
Inner broch wall [0409] emerging by intramural 
gallery [0414]; notice the narrow width of the wall 

13/07/08 CD 

P1010813 4 WSW 0409 
Inner broch wall [0409] emerging by intramural 
gallery [0419] 

13/07/08 CD 

P1010815 4 SE 0418 
Curved S end of intramural gallery [0419] 
emerging 

14/07/08 CD 

P1010817 4 SW 0411 
Inner broch wall and S face of inner wall passage 
emerging in T4 

14/07/08 CD 

P1010819 4 ENE 0409 T4 inner wall and fence strainer post in cut (0466) 14/07/08 CD 

P1010820 4 SE 
0427, 
0432 

Poorly built possible wall [0427] in broch 
courtyard-photo shows the amount of limestone in 
wall and amount of rubble fill (0425) behind 'wall'-
more clarification required here; large slabs 
[0432] in front of 'wall' 

14/07/08 CD 

P1010822 4 WSW 
0432, 
0427 

Close-up of slabbed 'path' [0432] in front of wall 
[0427]; more clarification required here 

14/07/08 CD 

P1010823 4 NE 0432 

Slabbed 'path' [0432] emerging in broch 
courtyard; notice large tree root-probable cause 
of uplift/damage to slab settings; more 
clarification required here 

14/07/08 CD 

P1010824 4 ENE 0432 
Slabbed 'path' [0432] in central broch courtyard; 
more work required to clarify this structure 

14/07/08 CD 

P1010825 4 ESE 0425 
Close-up of rubble in broch courtyard (0425) 
behind 'wall' [0427]-more work required here 

14/07/08 CD 

P1010828 4 - 0466 Fence strainer posthole in cut (0466) 14/07/08 CD 

P1010829 4 NE 
 

Fence strainer posthole next to inner wall in T4 14/07/08 CD 
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P1010830 4 E 0468 
Unexcavated deposit (0468) by inner wall inner 
face in T4 

14/07/08 CD 

P1010832 4 NW 
 

Excavating T4; less substantial outer wall rubble 
surrounds large boulder outcrops/erratics 

14/07/08 CD 

P1010833 4 S 
 

Excavating T4; less substantial outer wall rubble 
surrounds large boulder outcrops/erratics 

14/07/08 CD 

P1010834 4 SW 0419 
T4 intramural gallery, photo shows lack of 
definition in outer wall here 

15/07/08 CD 

P1010835 4 SW 0419 
T4 intramural gallery, photo shows lack of 
definition in outer wall here; more work required 
to understand T4! 

15/07/08 CD 

P1010836 4 SW 0418 T4 intramural gallery curved stop wall [0418] 15/07/08 CD 

P1010837 4 WNW 0418 T4 intramural gallery curved stop wall [0418] 15/07/08 CD 

P1010839 4 SSE 0418 T4 intramural gallery curved stop wall [0418] 15/07/08 CD 

P1010840 4 N 0419 
Overlooking T4 intramural gallery [0419] with 
outer wall rubble and boulder outcrops in 
foreground-more work required to understand T4! 

15/07/08 CD 

P1010841 4 NW 0419 
Overlooking T4 intramural gallery [0419] with 
outer wall rubble—showing lack of definable outer 
wall outer face 

15/07/08 CD 

P1010842 4 W  0457 
Outer broch wall outer face in N side of T4? Or 
secondary poorly rebuilt wall face for later 
entrance-corner of S entrance face wall [0457] 

15/07/08 CD 

P1010843 4 SSW 0457 
Outer wall face in T4 and corner of [0457]-wall 
seems poorly built; photo shows the steepness of 
the slope of the site 

15/07/08 CD 

P1010844 4 SW 0457 
Outer wall face and corner of 0457]-wall seems 
poorly built; 

15/07/08 CD 

P1010846 4 N 
 

Removal of large tree root over outer wall rubble 
in E corner of site; the apparent lack if visible 
rubble is noticeable, T4 

15/07/08 CD 

P1010850 4 S 
 

Extensive rubble but no clearly definable outer 
wall in E corner of site, T4 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010851 4 W  
 

Extensive rubble but no clearly definable outer 
wall in E corner of site, T4 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010852 4 WNW 
 

Line of inner wall outer face clearly visible in T4 
above the general rubble over the outer wall area 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010853 4 NNW 
 

Rubble over undefined outer wall in T4-but 
noticeably less rubble beyond this—was it taken 
away and used elsewhere? Used as fill between 
the inner/outer walls by the broch entrance? 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010857 4 W  0457 
Corner of broch entrance wall [0457]; pivot 
cupmark in top right corner of white limestone 
cornerstone (not visible in photo) 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010858 4 W  0434 
Possible posthole with packing stones in T4 
outwith outer wall 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010859 4 E 0434 
Possible posthole with packing stones in T4 
outwith outer wall 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010860 4 W  
 

Close-up of large boulders outside T4 outer wall 
area—needs more excavation to determine if 
used structurally 

16/07/08 CD 
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P1010861 4 E 
 

Solitary group of large stones in mostly rubble-
free area in E corner of site 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010862 4 N 
 

Solitary group of large stones in mostly rubble-
free area in E corner of site 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010864 4 NW 0404 
Deposit (0404) between where outer wall would 
be and large boulder outcrops; more work require 
here 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010865 4 NW 0404 
Deposit (0404) between where outer wall would 
be and large boulder outcrops; more work require 
here 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010866 1 SW 
 

Overview of T1, S quadrant of site 16/07/08 CD 

P1010867 1 SE 
 

Overview of T1, S quadrant of site, [0440] visible 
between inner/outer walls; photo shows how 
much more solid the outer wall look compared to 
inner wall 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010868 
 

SE 0437 
SE site edge with inner wall passage [0437] in 
centre of photo; photo shows confusion and lack 
of definition over outer walls here 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010869 
 

SE 0447 

Courtyard centre of broch in S half of site; [0447] 
setting visible in bottom centre; can see the 
slabbed surface [0432] in left centre amidst the 
rubble 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010870 4 ESE 0432 
Overview of T4, photo shows slabbed surface 
[0432] in bottom centre of photo amidst rubble 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010872 2 NNW 
0450. 
0453 

Overview of T2: inner/outer walls and intramural 
gallery [0453] and inner wall passage [0450] in 
centre left 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010873 2 NNE 
0453, 
0475  

Overview of T2: notice end of gallery [0453] and 
structural fill between walls in top centre of photo 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010874 2 ENE 0475 
[0475] and main entrance [0456]; notice 4 large 
slabs side by side in bottom right 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010875 
 

ENE 
0429, 
0448 

Centre/courtyard of broch; very dark fill over slabs 
in centre [0429]; setting [0448] visible in mid left 

16/07/08 CD 

P1010876 4 SE 0466 Cut (0466) during excavation 16/07/08 CD 

P1010877 4 SE 0466 Cut (0466) during excavation 16/07/08 CD 

P1010878 4 
 

0466 Cut (0466) during excavation 16/07/08 CD 

P1010879 5 W  
 

T5 during excavation 17/07/08 CD 

P1010880 6 NE 
 

T6 during excavation 17/07/08 CD 

P1010882 6 SE 0606 
T6 during excavation, orthostat [0606] in bottom 
centre of photo 

17/07/08 CD 

P1010886 6 NNW 0606 
T6 during excavation, orthostat [0606] in top 
centre of photo 

17/07/08 CD 

P1010887 6 SW 
 

T6 during excavation; rubble overlying feature 
that will emerge below 

17/07/08 CD 

P1010888 6 SW 
 

Orange sandy clay that appears prior to 
extending trench and revealing metal-working 
evidence 

17/07/08 CD 

P1010889 6 NE 0621 N end of T6  17/07/08 CD 

P1010890 5 W  
 

T5 during excavation 17/07/08 CD 

P1010891 5 W  
 

T5 – rubble or structural deposits? Still 
inconclusive 

17/07/08 CD 

P1010892 5 E 
 

T5 – rubble or structural deposits? Still 17/07/08 CD 
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inconclusive 

P1010896 5 N 
 

John excavating T5 18/07/08 CD 

P1010899 4 NW 
 

Ladies excavating T4, behind inner broch wall 19/07/08 CD 

P1010900 4 E 
 

Line of stone slabs laid against inner wall inner 
face in T4 

19/07/08 CD 

P1010901 6 SSW 0607 Excavating over rubble wall [0607] in T6 19/07/08 CD 

P1010902 6 NNE 
 

Extensive rubble from site appearing in trench; 
wall [0607] visible in background 

19/07/08 CD 

P1010903 6 WNW 0607 Looking over possible wall [0607] 19/07/08 CD 

P1010904 6 W  0607 Possible wall [0607] in T6 19/07/08 CD 

P1010905 6 SSW 
 

Possible wall [0607] in back, rubble overlying the 
metal-working evidence in foreground 

19/07/08 CD 

P1010906 6 NNE 
 

T6 N end with slabs [0605] appearing before 
excavating cuts 

19/07/08 CD 

P1010908 6 W  0604 Cut (0604) excavated 19/07/08 CD 

P1010909 6 NW 0604 Close-up inside Cut (0604) excavated 19/07/08 CD 

P1010910 6 W  0604 T6 N end, cut (0604) and [0605] 19/07/08 CD 

P1010911 6 E 0604 T6 N end, cut (0604) and [0605] 19/07/08 CD 

P1010912 6 E 0604 T6 N end, cut (0604) and [0605] 19/07/08 CD 

P1010913 6 
 

0604 T6 N end, cut (0604) and [0605] 19/07/08 CD 

P1010914 6 
 

0610 Probably metal-working remains [0610] 19/07/08 CD 

P1010915 6 S 
 

S end of T6, structural face? 19/07/08 CD 

P1010916 6 S 
 

S end of T6, structural face? 19/07/08 CD 

P1010918 5 
  

T5, possible wall? 19/07/08 CD 

P1010919 5 
  

T5, possible wall? 19/07/08 CD 

P1010921 5 W  0507 T5 structural evidence? 19/07/08 CD 

P1010922 5 E 0507 T5 structural evidence? 19/07/08 CD 

P1010923 6 NW 
 

BBC crew filming in front of T6 20/07/08 CD 

P1010925 6 SW 0604 N end of T6 and cut (0604), slabs [0605] 20/07/08 CD 

P1010926 6 NW 0604 N end of T6 and cut (0604), slabs [0605] 20/07/08 CD 

P1010927 6 
  

Trench edge of T6, just showing possibly second 
slab-lined cut feature in bottom centre similar to 
Cut (0604) outside of excavated trench 

20/07/08 CD 

P1010930 6 SSW 0610 
Metal-working evidence in photo centre, in T6, 
showing a dark ashy fill around it and substantial 
amount of stone cobble below it 

21/07/08 CD 

P1010931 6 E 0610 
Metal-working evidence in photo centre, in T6, 
showing a dark ashy fill around it and substantial 
amount of stone cobble below it 

21/07/08 CD 

P1010932 6 W  0610 
Metal-working evidence in photo centre, in T6, 
showing a dark ashy fill around it and substantial 
amount of stone cobble below it 

21/07/08 CD 

P1010933 6 
 

0610 
Metal-working evidence in photo centre, in T6, 
showing a dark ashy fill around it and substantial 
amount of stone cobble below it 

21/07/08 CD 

P1010934 6 E 0610 
Metal-working evidence in photo centre, in T6, 
showing a dark ashy fill around it and substantial 
amount of stone cobble below it 

21/07/08 CD 
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P1010936 6 E 0610 Metal working area and burnt layer next to it 21/07/08 CD 

P1010938 2 SSW 0460 
Nick excavating outside possible souterrain 
passage entrance [0460] 

21/07/08 CD 

P1010940 4 E 0474  
Meryl excavating by possible stop wall in T4, 
[0474] 

21/07/08 CD 

P1010942 4 N 0476 
Christine excavating possible slabbed area 
outside of main entrance in T4 

21/07/08 CD 

P1010943 4 SW 
 

Looking up to possible slabbed area from within 
poorly constructed broch entrance 

21/07/08 CD 

P1010945 2 NW 
0476, 
0478 

Dark fill overlying [0476] in possible souterrain 
passage entrance 

21/07/08 CD 

P1010948 4 NNW 
 

Volunteers excavating E site corner, T4 22/07/28 CD 

P1010957 4 SE 
 

Line of stones lying against inner wall inner face 
in T4 

25/07/08 CD 

P1010958 4 S 
 

Line of stones lying against inner wall inner face 
in T4 

25/07/08 CD 

P1010959 4 NW 0427 
Wall' [0427], looking more poorly built and more 
probably rubble 

25/07/08 CD 

P1010961 4 NNW 0427 
Wall' [0427], looking more poorly built and more 
probably rubble 

25/07/08 CD 

P1010962 4 S 0427 
Wall' [0427], with slabs [0432] in foreground; 
more work required here to understand courtyard 
structures 

25/07/08 CD 

P1010963 4 S 0432 Slabs [0432] in front of wall [0427] 25/07/08 CD 

P1010964 4 N 0473 
Possible line of stones inside very substantial 
structural fill [0473] between inner/outer walls in 
T4 

25/07/08 CD 

P1010965 4 W  
 

Possible step in centre of photo from [0474] (stop 
wall?)-stepping stones up from inner wall? 

25/07/08 CD 

P1010966 4 
 

0470 Post socket inside main entrance S wall [0457] 25/07/08 CD 

P1010967 4 
 

0470 Post socket inside main entrance S wall [0457] 25/07/08 CD 

P1010968 4 SW 
 

Possible steps in bottom centre of photo 
emerging out of main entrance [0455]  

25/07/08 CD 

P1010969 4 NE 
 

Possible steps in left centre of photo emerging 
out of main entrance [0455]  

25/07/08 CD 

P1010970 4 ESE 
 

Planning in progress, overlooking T4 25/07/08 CD 

P1010971 4 E 
0457, 
0473 

Main entrance S wall [0457] on left and structural 
rubble fill [0473]; possible wall face in centre of 
rubble 

25/07/08 CD 

P1010972 4 ESE 0468 Deposit (0468) inside inner wall inner face in T4 25/07/08 CD 

P1010973 4 SE 
 

Planning T4 inner wall; see line of slabs from right 25/07/08 CD 

P1010975 2 NW 0460 Pre-broch passage entrance [0460] 25/07/08 CD 

P1010976 2 NW 0460 
Pre-broch passage entrance [0460], with Cait in 
front of entrance and slabbed path behind 

25/07/08 CD 
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APL08 Finds Index 

Find 
No. 

Context Material Trench Description 
Weight / 

Dimensions 
Dating 

       

141 0401 Antler 1 Worked antler tine  Unknown 

142 0401 Antler 1 An annular, cored out section 
of red deer antler – toggle / 
ring  

 Unknown 

143 0401 Bone 2 2 butchered bone fragments, 1 
tooth fragment 

0.01g Unknown 

144 0401 Fe Slag 2 1 slag bulb 1g Unknown 

145 0401 Stone 1 4x polished stone tools - 
145.a: a polished stone pick / 
axe head, with evidence of 
wear at the axe / pick point; 
145.b: a polished whetstone; 
145.c: a polished stone 
polishing tool and SF145.d: a 
polished stone axe / adze, with 
evidence of wear at the axe / 
adze point. 

145.a: 21cm x 
6.1cm x 2.6m; 
145.b: 10.7cm x 
4.8cm x 2.4cm; 
145.c: 10.4cm x 
5.9cm x 0.9cm 
and 145.d: 12.8cm 
x 3.2cm x 3.6cm 

Unknown 

146 0401 Bone 2 Butchered, burnt bone 
fragment 

0.01g Unknown 

147 Unstrat Stone Unstrat Hammerstone  Unknown 

148 0401 Antler 1 An annular, cored out section 
of red deer antler – toggle  

 Unknown 

149 0401 Stone 4 Whetstone x 2 fragments 
(broken in situ) 

12.3cm x 4cm x 
2.4cm 

Unknown 

150 0401 Stone 4 Whetstone, close to 
intersection w/ T2 

11cm x 4.3cm x 
2.3cm 

Unknown 

151 0401 Bone 4 Simple finds showing 
intrusions and redeposition: 
butchered sheep and cattle 

bone 

800g Unknown 

152 0401 Pottery 4 Simple finds showing 
intrusions and redeposition: 
C20 glazed stoneware x 14 

fragments 

 C20 

153 0401 Pottery 4 Simple finds showing 
intrusions and redeposition: 
C20 glazed, blue and white 

ware x 5 fragments 

 C20 

154 0401 Pottery 4 Simple finds showing 
intrusions and redeposition: 
C20 glazed, white stoneware 

eggcup fragment 

 C20 

155 0402 Antler 4 An annular, cored out section 
of red deer antler – toggle  

 Unknown 
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156 0402 Glass 4 Green glass bead, showing 
wear at the hollow ends 

 Unknown 

157 0401 Bone 4 Butchered, burnt bone 
fragment 

0.01g  

158 0401 Clay 4 Simple finds showing 
intrusions and redeposition: 

Terracotta clay drainpipe 
fragment 

 C19 – C20 

159 0401 Glass 4 Simple finds showing 
intrusions and redeposition: 
Green blown glass bottle x 2 

fragments 

 C20 

160 0401 Slate 4 Simple finds showing 
intrusions and redeposition: 
Slate roof tile x 2 fragments 

 C19 – C20 

161 0401 Pottery 4 A courseware pot body sherd, 
with stone and grit inclusions. 
There is evidence of a burnt 
residue on the surfaces. 

 Iron Age 

162 0401 Clay 4 Fired clay x 2 fragments: 
furnace lining material 

 Unknown 

163 0401 Pottery 4 An abraded rough courseware 
pot body sherd, with grit 
inclusions. There is evidence 
of burning on this surface. 

 Iron Age 

164 0401 Pottery 4 A rough courseware everted 
pot rim sherd, with grit 
inclusions. A stab mark is 
evident upon the interior rim 
eversion suggesting a band of 
decoration on this surface. 

 Iron Age 

165 0401 Pottery 4 A pale orange, rough 
courseware rim sherd with grit 
and stone inclusions. Corded 
decoration is evident around 
the base of the rim. 

 Iron Age 

166 0401 Bone / 
Tooth 

4 A butchered mandible 
fragment (with teeth intact) 

0.01g Unknown 

167 0401 Fe Slag  4 Slag bulb with stone inclusions 400g Unknown 

168 0401 Stone 4 A polished stone polishing tool. 
In section, triangular 

9cm x 4.8cm x 
3.3cm. 

Unknown 

169 0401 Glass 4 Simple finds showing 
intrusions and redeposition: 

Green blown glass bottle neck 
fragment 

 C19 – C20 

170 0401 Bone / 
Tooth 

4 Butchered bone fragment and 
Cattle Teeth 

200g Unknown 

171 0401 Bone 4 Butchered, burnt bone 
fragment 

0.01g Unknown 
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172 0401 Tooth 4 Cattle or Deer teeth x 2 
fragments 

0.02g Unknown 

173 0401 Tooth 4 Boar incisor 0.01g Unknown 

174 0401 Bone / 
Tooth 

4 Butchered bone fragment and 
Sheep Teeth x 2 fragments 

0.01g Unknown 

175 0401 Bone 4 Butchered femur x 2 fragments 0.04g Unknown 

176 0401 Bone 4 Butchered femur x 2 fragments 
and one knuckle fragment 

0.01g Unknown 

177 0401 Tooth 4 Cattle or Deer teeth x 2 
fragments 

0.03g Unknown 

178 0401 Stone 4 Shaped concave, fire 
damaged stone 

 Unknown 

179 0401 Stone 4 Beach pebble – possible 
polishing tool 

 Unknown 

180 0401 Bone 4 1 sacral fragment found in situ 
above an iron pan stratum 

0.03g Unknown 

181 0401 Bone 4 1 vertebrae and 1 butchered 
scapula fragment and 2 sheep 

/ pig tooth frags 

0.01g Unknown 

182 0401 Pottery 4 Simple finds showing 
intrusions and redeposition: 1 

everted rim white glazed 
stoneware sherd and 1 white 
glazed stoneware body sherd 

 C19 – C20 

183 0467 Stone 4 Hammerstone  Unknown 

184 0467 Cu Alloy 4 Simple finds showing 
intrusions and redeposition: 
Copper gun cartridge casing 

 C19  

185 0467 Fe 4 Simple finds showing 
intrusions and redeposition: 

fencing wire and stone 
composite 

 C19 – C20 

186 0467 Antler 4 Antler tine, possible tool  Unknown 

187 0503 Shale 5 Fragment of a shale bangle, 
showing vertical fracturing. 
Working wear is visible on both 
the interior and exterior faces. 
Vertical striations on the 
exterior surface are visible in 
shot. In section, the fragment 
is ovoid.  

Projected 
diameter: 8cm 

Iron Age 

188 0601 Stone 6 Stone Adze/Ard 17.5cm x 9.5cm x 
8cm 

Unknown 

189 0501 Stone 5 Hammerstone, broken in situ  Unknown 
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190 0601 Pottery 6 A rough tempered, courseware 
pot body sherd, with stone, grit 
and shell inclusions. There is 
evidence of burning on the 
surfaces.  

 Unknown 

191 0503 Stone 5 Quartz pebble  Unknown 

192 0503 Stone 5 A smoothed, concave dished 
water washed cobble. The 
outer edge of the dished area 
appears to have been 
bevelled. 

Diameter of 
12.7cm 

Unknown 

193 0503 Stone 5 Worked rose quartz pebble; 
pitting filled with dark granular 

inclusions and wear at one 
end  

 Unknown 

194 0401 Stone 4 A polished stone hand axe / 
pick, with evidence of wear at 
the point of the tool. 

9cm x 4.8cm x 
3.3cm, 

Unknown 

195 0601 Stone 6 A smoothing stone, broken in 
situ 

 Unknown 

196 0605 Pottery 6 Abraded, rough tempered 
courseware pot body sherds x 
8, from a poorly fired pot. 

 Iron Age 

197 0603 Stone 6 Polishing stone  Unknown 

198 0401 Chert 4 Chert flake, or possible tool 
with one serrated edge and 

conchoidal pressure fracturing 
evident on the dorsal surface. 

This chert is identified with 
natural deposits found in 

Staffin 

 Unknown 

199 0613 Flint 6 Flint rough-out for a barbed 
and tanged arrowhead 

 Unknown 

200 0468 Shell 4 Scallop shell x 2 fragments 0.01g Unknown 

201 0468 Bone 4 Bone fragments x 2, including 
1 knuckle joint 

0.01g Unknown 

202 0469 Bone 4 Butchered bone fragments x 5, 
including 1 x a carnivore 

mandible, 1 x fibula fragment 
and 1 x scapula fragment 

100g Unknown 

203 0412 Bone 4 Miscellaneous Butchered 
Bone fragments x 14 

110g Unknown 

204 0412 Stone 4 Stone Scraper Tool 8cm x 3.5cm x 
2cm 

Unknown 

205 0401 Stone 4 Stone Adze/Ard 14.5cm x 5cm x 
3.4cm 

Unknown 

206 Unstratified Pottery Nil Brown glazed rough tempered 
courseware pot body sherd. 
The irregularly spaced lines on 
this surface infer that this pot 
has been coil made. 

 Mediaeval 
– Early 
modern 
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207 0610 Fe Slag / 
Stone 

6 A fire-cracked stone with slag 
poured over it 

 Unknown 

208 0432 Pottery 4 A rough tempered courseware 
pot body sherd, with grit and 
stone inclusions.  

 Unknown 

209 0478 Pottery 7 SF209.a a grey courseware 
everted pot rim sherd - 
decorated on the exterior face 
with light impressions (possibly 
fingertip marks) at the base of 
the rim – and SF209.b a 
decorated grey courseware 
pot body sherd. The latter is 
decorated with an incised arc, 
traversed at one extreme by a 
perpendicular line. Both have 
grit inclusions. 

 Unknown 

210 0478 Pottery 7 A decorated grey courseware 
pot body sherd with fine grit 
and shell inclusions. The 
exterior face of the sherd is 
decorated with an incised line. 

 Unknown 

211 0478 Pottery 7 An abraded, roughly tempered 
courseware pot body sherd, 
with grit and stone inclusions. 

 Iron Age 

212 0478 Pottery 7 A roughly tempered, grey 
courseware pot body sherd, 
with grit and stone inclusions. 

 Unknown 

213 0478 Pottery 7 A roughly tempered, 
grey/brown courseware pot 
body sherd, with grit, grass 
and stone inclusions. 

 Unknown 

214 Unstratified Stone Nil A steatite spindle whorl, with a 
pecked circular decoration on 
this surface. 

Diameter 3.6cm, Unknown 

215 0610 Stone 6 A polished stone polishing tool.  6.5cm x 4.4cm x 
1.5cm 

Unknown 

216 0432 Bone / 
Tooth 

4 216.a x 10 fragments of burnt 
bone; 216.b x 4 fragments of 
cattle or deer teeth; 216.c x 3 
fragments of sheep teeth 

216.a – 0.01g 
216.b – 0.03g 
216.c - 0.01g 

Unknown 

217 0476 Bone / 
Hazelnut 

7 217.a x 1 butchered vertebrae; 
x 1 butchered metatarsal and 1 
x butchered unidentified bone 
fragment; 217.b x 2 fragments 
of burnt bone; 217.c x 4 
fragments of burnt hazelnut 
shell 

Each 0.01g Unknown 

218 0401 Fe Slag 4 Slag x 9 fragments 600g Unknown 
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219 0603 Fe Slag 6 Slag x 2 fragments, found in a 
charcoal deposit in a posthole 

140g Unknown 

220 0431 Stone 4 Polished polishing stone tool 9cm x 4.3cm x 
3.4cm 

Unknown 

221 0613 Stone 6 221.a and 221.b Quartz 
pebbles x 2 and 221.c 1 
polished beach cobble 

 Unknown 

222 0613 Bone 6 Burnt bone x 5 fragments 0.01g Unknown 

223 0504 Bone 5 223.a 1 x fragment of burnt 
bone and 223.b 1 x butchered 

metatarsal 

Each 0.01g Unknown 

224 0501 Bone 5 Burnt bone x 6 fragments 0.01g Unknown 
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APL08 Samples Index 

Sample 
No. 

Context Volume 
(L/g) 

Trench Sample Description /Justification Date 
Collected 

      

45 0401 50g? 4 Rock shattered, poss. heat 13/07/08 

46 0401 30g? 4 Shell (limpet) in passageway to entrance 13/07/08 

47 0401 100g? 4 Butchered bone in passageway to entrance 13/07/08 

48 0401 50g? 4 Butchered bone in passageway to entrance 13/07/08 

49 0401 30g? 4 Deer bone, entrance to passageway, shell, 
bone 

14/07/08 

50 0401 20-25g 4 Bone and shell-next to T1 14/07/08 

51 0401  4 Bone and shells 16/07/08 

52 0401 10g 4 3 bone frags 16/07/08 

53 0401 5g 4 Pig incisor 16/07/08 

54 0401  4 Assorted bone frags, mostly burnt, 2 teeth 16/07/08 

55 0467 20-25g 4 2 animal teeth 16/07/08 

56 0401 100g  2 Bone and teeth from hole around electrical 
post stay 

17/07/08 

57 0501 27g 5 Shattered cobble, bone, teeth, quartz pebble, 
rubble bottle stopper, charcoal, cremated bone 

17/07/08 

58 0602  6 Limestone 17/07/08 

59 0603  6 Slag 17/07/08 

60 0401  4 Bone and limpet, razor shell 18/07/08 

61 0429  4  18/07/08 

62 0501 50g  5 Stone and bone 18/07/08 

63 0502 50g  5 Stone and burnt bone 18/07/08 

64 0604  6 Fired clay – Kiln / furnace lining remnants 18/07/08 

65 0604  6 Slag 18/07/08 

66 0503  5 Burnt, butchered bone-same context as quartz 
pebbles, crushed cobble and cannel coal 

18/07/08 

67 0402  4 Oxidised Fe stone (kiln / furnace lining) 19/07/08 

68 0603  6 Burnt bone possible posthole 19/07/08 

69 0603  6 Wet clay, possible posthole 19/07/08 

70 0603  6 Stone Fe content and slag-posthole? 19/07/08 

71 0613  6 Fired clay (kiln / furnace lining), stone and 
quartz 

19/07/08 

72 0412  4 Bone, stone, limpet, periwinkle, hazelnut, snail 20/07/08 

73 0432  4 Burnt bone, charcoal, pot 20/07/08 

74 0431  4 smoothing stone, bone, charcoal 20/07/08 
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75 0601  6 Fe Nail, Stone fragments (including sandstone, 
fire-cracked), C20 white glazed stoneware 

fragments, C20 clear, blown glass fragments 

17/07/08 

76 Unstratified 100g  Nil Fe stone / fe Iron Ore 21/07/08 

77 0432 c.30g 4 C20 blown glass fragments, bone and teeth 
fragments 

21/07/08 

78 0432 100g  4 Bone and Teeth fragments 21/07/08 

79 0433 c.50g 4 Bone fragments 21/07/08 

80 0414  4 Fe Slag fragment, bone fragments, fired clay – 
kiln / furnace lining fragments, limestone 

fragments 

21/07/08 

81 0468  4 Fire-cracked cobble, bone fragments, antler 
tine fragments 

21/07/08 

82 0432 5g and 
c.50g 

4 Charcoal fragment associated with SF208 (pot 
body sherd) and bone and teeth fragments 

22/07/08 

83 0478 0.01g 7 Burnt bone associated with SF209, SF210, 
SF211, SF212, SF213 

23/07/08 

84 0610  6 Box excavated kiln / furnace lining 22/07/08 

85 0610  6 Box excavated kiln / furnace lining 22/07/08 

87 0610  6 Bone fragments 21/07/08 

88 0610  6 Fired clay (kiln / furnace lining) 21/07/08 

89 0401  4 Bone and Teeth fragments 21/07/08 
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1. Site Location 

 

The site is centred approximately at Ordnance Survey National Grid Reference NG 7118 4433 

approximately 30m above sea level in the Mains of Applecross.  The Applecross peninsula in 

Wester Ross sits opposite the Isle of Skye in the northwest Scottish Highlands. 

 

2. Archaeological Background 
 

The site was first mentioned by Rev. J. MacQueen as a ‘dun’ in the Old Statistical Account of 1792 

(Vol. 3, 378-9).  Applecross has long been a known early Christian site, where St. Maelrubha was 

believed to have founded a monastery c. AD 673
37
. 

On 28 April 1968, the Ordnance Survey visited Applecross and recorded:   

 “immediately W of Mains of Applecross (formerly 'Borrodale', from Norse 'borger', a burg 

or stronghold, and 'dalr', a dale - 'Fort dale') (W J Watson 1904) on highest point of low 

ridge, there is almost certainly remains of broch, which may possibly be 'dun' mentioned 

by McQueen (NSA, Rev J MacQueen, 1792). It consists of grass-covered mound of stones, 

crossed by a field dyke, measuring c18.5m diameter with traces of walling visible here and 

there, some large base stones on SE. Many of these stones show evidence of having been 

roughly squared. There are traces of a possible outwork across ridge on NW.
38
” 

Over the years there were subsequent visitors to survey the site, largely characterizing it as a 

broch.  The Applecross Archaeology Society, however, appealed to the Time Team television 

program in 2005 to evaluate the site and look for confirmation of the broch.  Their geophysical 

survey and investigations led to the certainty that the site was a ruined broch
39
.  The archaeology 

society followed up by securing grant money to employ local professional archaeologists, 

Highland Archaeology Services Ltd and Cathy Dagg, to run a community archaeology project. 

Applecross Archaeology Society along with archaeologists Cathy Dagg, Cait McCullagh and Mary 

Peteranna and John Wood in July 2008 completed a third season of excavations on the broch site. 

 

3. Project Aim and Objectives 
 

The overall aims of the Applecross Broch Community Archaeology Project are: 

 

1. To encourage the widest possible inclusion of local people in the discovery, discussion and 

outcome of the project, and to develop practical, research, educational, social and economic 

benefits for the whole community. 

 

2. To evaluate and publish our findings within the wider archaeology community with a view 

to future development.  We see this evaluation as having potential to contribute to a better 

understanding of intra-regional and regional settlement patterns in the Iron Age. 

 

3. To conserve and present the site as a monument for display in partnership with the 

Applecross Historical Society. 

 

The aims of the 2009 programme of excavations at Applecross are:  

 

                                                
37 NMRS #NG74NW1 Applecross, St. Maelrubha’s Monastery. 
38
 NMRS #NG74SW2 Mains of Applecross. 

39
 Wood, John. Applecross Mains, Proposed Community Archaeology Project, 6 September 2006. 
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1. To expose the last phase ground plan of the broch. 

We plan to open the final quadrant of the site and determine and record the character, extent, 

condition, date and significance of the latest phase of occupation of the site. 

 

2.  To expose any other phases of site occupation without compromising the last phase 

of the broch. 

As the current evidence indicates the presence of pre-broch structures below the last ground 

plan of the broch structure, we hope to investigate the areas immediately around the broch 

structure to fully expose any earlier structures lying beneath the broch. 

 

3. To investigate the areas of occupation outside of the broch. 

 

4. Excavation Objectives 
 

2009 Season 

We have excavated the broch site in quadrants, beginning with two opposing trenches, Trench 1 and 

Trench 2.  The third quadrant (Trench 4) was uncovered in 2008 and we plan to open up the fourth 

quadrant in 2009.  Portions of each trench have been extended when required and as time has 

allowed clarification of any features.  The site has been recorded using current GPS and GIS 

technology, in addition to standard field techniques.  This approach has allowed us to effectively 

and responsibly excavate in order to gain a greater understanding of the site within our limited time 

and budget.   

During our fieldwork we have not attempted to excavate deposits or features unless we were 

capable of completely recording the site by the end of each season.  When we open the fourth 

quadrant, the deposits which run through the entire broch central courtyard will be excavated and 

recorded-and in turn give us a much more complete understanding of the latest phase of occupation. 

We will also continue to look for aspects of the broch structure that relate purely to the use of a site 

as a broch.  Where possible, we hope to look at the earlier phase of site occupation, most visible 

currently in Trench 1 with a wall face [0423] that has emerged below and outside of the broch outer 

wall and in Trench 2 with Structure [0460], the possible souterrain or roundhouse entrance.   

The two exploratory trenches (5/6) have uncovered evidence of metal-working and ritual features.  

We hope to further investigate the area around these two trenches in the future. 

 

Areas that merit future research 

The Time Team Applecross Broch Geophysical Survey (Geophysical Surveys of Bradford) revealed 

another anomaly at the northwest end of the ridge, proposing the existence of wheelhouse.  A 

hollow 10m to the northwest of the broch site was also mentioned in the 1968 and 1974 Ordnance 

Surveys of the site
40
.   We anticipate that the project will lead to a wider landscape analysis and see 

an investigation into the putative wheelhouse as fitting into this. 

 

5. Field School 
 

The 2009 season hopes to include an accredited field school, which we are hoping to coordinate 

with the UHI, Glasgow University or Edinburgh University.  

 

During our preparation for the 2008 season, we enquired throughout the UK universities for 

                                                
40
 Historic Environment Record #MHG7680. 
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students interested in the Applecross Broch Field School.  Unfortunately the field school for 2008 

did not materialize, but we did have a large amount of interest in the program.   

 

Applecross is a superb location for a field school, given the multiple phases of occupation of the 

broch site and the chance for students to gain real experience in contextual and structural recording 

and excavating, in addition to all other aspects of fieldwork.  It is also situated on a campsite with 

all of its related facilities and lies within an easy day trip to the nearby Glenelg brochs and Iron Age 

site of High Pasture Cave on the Isle of Skye. 

 

We plan to have a Field School Coordinator and a ratio of one professional archaeologist to every 5 

students.  The students will be trained in all aspects of basic field instruction to include: 

Trowelling, planning, finds cleaning and recording, context recording, GPS and Total Station 

recording.  Lectures will be given by various professionals and experienced archaeologists. Given 

the proximity Skye and Lochalsh, we will take a weekend trip to nearby sites, the Glenelg brochs 

and High Pasture Cave.  The three-week course will end with a written essay examination. 

 

6. Coordination with nearby sites 
 

We have an interest in coordinating the Applecross broch excavations with the work at High Pasture 

Cave (Ordnance Survey NGR# NG 198 595), by Broadford, Isle of Skye.   

High Pasture Cave is situated about 3 mi inland from the bay at Broadford, opposite Applecross 

peninsula over the Inner Sound of Skye to the west.  The Iron Age deposits at the cave site, whilst 

mostly ritual in nature, are very similar to the finds being produced at Applecross.  We hope that 

evaluation of the material culture and contextual relationships on the broch site might contribute to 

wider research paradigm including the movement of people and the sharing of cultures within the 

region, specifically the Applecross Broch site and High Pasture Cave. 

 

  
Figure 1 Shale bangle fragment from APL08 Figure 2 Shale bangle fragment from HPC08

41
 

 

 

7. Post-excavation Analysis 
 

The post-excavation process is a long and detailed process.  There are many topics and methods to 

explore using the excavation records and finds records, statistics and research.  The majority of 

future fund-raising efforts are likely to be allocated to securing specialist analysis and input.  There 

is a large part of the analysis that can be achieved on our own and this process has begun and will 

be ongoing throughout and after our fieldwork is completed. 

                                                
41
High Pasture Cave website: http://www.high-pasture-cave.org/index.php/latest_finds/comments/164/ 
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We anticipate seeking specialist help for: 

 -Analysis of worked lithics, stone and antler 

 -Analysis of the incised stone fragments 

 -Special ceramic analysis  

 -Radiocarbon dating 

 -Environmental Analysis 

 

At the moment, we aim towards particular analysis and research in order to: 

-Define the post-broch occupation levels through the interpretation of the archaeological 

record.  We would like to explore the possibility of a relationship between these and the 

foundation of the early Christian community at Applecross and, further, the later Medieaval 

monastic settlement. 

 -Determine and understand the broch on its own. 

-Associate between the broch and pre-broch structures, particularly roundhouses and 

complex roundhouses. 

 - Interpret finds and their contribution to the complete record of material culture. 

-Establish an environmental sampling policy and post-excavation programme with a view to 

increase our understanding of the environment and activities of the inhabitants. 

 

8. Site conservation and presentation 
 

The end result of the excavation is to conserve the broch site as a monument for future visitors to 

Applecross.  We will require specialists' advice on the display of the site after the final interpretation 

from the excavation results.  It is expected that the tops of the walls and final period of broch 

occupation will be visible, along with the outside remains of sub-broch structures.  The current 

vision is that the tops of the visible walls be covered and protected with turf and that the 

robbed/destroyed walls of the structure be outlined in facing stones.  The period of consultation at 

the end of the project will address the practicality of this vision and the society will make all 

decisions without comprising the integrity and conservation of the site. 

It is a fundamental objective that the site is freely accessible to all visitors at all times of the year.  

The local community is clear in the wish that the site can be experienced rather than viewed from 

afar.  It is the intention of the Applecross Campsite to be responsible for the maintenance and 

monitoring of the site.   

The display of the Applecross broch site would be a significant achievement for the local heritage of 

the NW Highlands.  For future generations, it would provide an excellent and fascinating site for the 

education of the local community, students and visitors. 

 

9. Reporting 
 

We have published articles in Scottish Archaeology News and History Scotland periodicals, in 

addition to providing local press releases.  This will continue in the future.   

We also hope to report our excavation results to professional and community heritage conferences 

and forums, as well as establish solid lines of communication with archaeologists involved in 

similar fieldwork. 

We will continue the interim reporting to the RCAHMS and HER historic records and produce a 

final report with our complete excavation findings and interpretations. 
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